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Abstract— The growth of automation  has been remarkable over the past few years .Industrial evolution starts at 4000 years ago, 
today we cannot imagine the world without steel. Steel has become integral part of the human life. Steel is an essential component 
of infrastructure development. It is also the most important input of construction industry ,which are necessary for the country’s 
socio-economic growth and development. The constructional activities increases day by day . As a result the market demand of 
steel is also increasing continuously but still now most of those plants aren’t up to the mark technologically. This PLC or HMI 
based controls improves the control system longevity and ultimately reduces the total cost of operation over the life of the system. 
The raw material handling system in a steel plant is done using programmable logic controller (PLC) because speed, reliability, 
less maintenance cost and reprogrammability.  
                       This application can be used by journalist for generating captions for their news sites, by this human labor can be 
reduced. Automation generation could help to improve system efficiency. 
 

                

I. LITERATURE SURVEY 

                 This chapter broadly review the work related to the field of automation description generation. First discuss previous 
methods on automation description generation for any process. Earlier it is done by relay logic circuit .It has so many draw backs. 
A handful of approaches create image descriptions automatically following a two stage architecture. The figure shown in this 
paper is first analysed during plan operation .That is these plc system have monitoring ability. A common theme across different 
models is domain specificity, .For example, fig of SCADA drawing such as main colour, the shape and the texture of some 
regions.  
                      In this paper steel plant simulator (SCADA) designed on Lab view platform. This scada screens shows the complete 
raw material transfer in a window. Therefore it helps to identify the problem if any fault occurs. This screen produce red signal 
and produce alarm.   It shows data and electrical parameters for all the lines in the steel industry(wiring diagram). The simulated 
design is universal and applicable to all kinds of steel plants .Electrical distribution of steel plant has also been developed using 
scada. An exclusive user interface has been designed to monitor and analyze the electrical parameters in detail. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

                    Steel is a component of infrastructure development and an important ingredient of civil construction. In this paper, 
concentrate the overall concept of plc automation regarding raw material transfer handling system(RMHS) in a steel plant .This is 
a BPCL(NMDA) project(chandigarh).The panel designing and testing is concerned with Schneider electric banglore. This paper 
only reviews the flow of materials through the different sections in a plant. The entire operation is timing control so brownout 
may be avoided. These entire operation is under timing and control. For this  automation process ,but some manual help also 
needed for entire steel operation. Different sensors and level detectors are used in each and every critical point to control the 
entire operation and to reduce the unwanted running of machineries. The whole operation is done part by part and is divided. 
          .      The Indian steel industry is the second largest producer of cement in the world, ahead of the United States and Japan. It 
is considered to be a core sector accounting for approximately 1.5% of GDP and employing large man power. The steel market is 
increasing at of 20% a year due to residential building constructions. The paper focuses on offering an overview of RMHS (Raw 
material handling system) automation that gives a framework about the equipment, programming used for automation and 
methodology involved in implementing it a modern automation system. This paper summarizes the recent developments within 
the steel industry and implementation of computational technologies into the automation of RMHS processes. Many of the 
smaller plants are depending heavily on traditional instrumentation. Some such plants monitor and control the process using plc.     
                         

II.BLOCK DIAGRAM 

  
            Panels have different components .For to to design and implementation the following components are required whis is 
shown below 

 

Figure 1. Block Diagram of panel engineering 
 

 

III . WORKING PRICIPLE 

 
               Before developing system architecture we have to know  number of things .First thing is to analyze customer  
specification requirements .The customer provides the i/o list of each unit .By calculating the number of i/o inputs of each unit we 
have to select the corresponding plc processor .Each processer has different capacity. 

1000 of i/o s         =          premium processor 
Up to   3000         =          M380  processor 
Above 3000         =           Quantum processor 

 
                  Once analyze companies requirements next step is to draw the system architecture, for that purpose find  out the 
channel number for each type of discrete or analog devices. By dividing total number of input with channel number will give the 
number of i/o modules .These modules are arranged according to their customers’ requirements (i/o location). eg: all the DI 
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module should be arrange in a panel .Important things we have to remember before designing .Each rack system need power 
supply(CPS module),each rack need Ethernet module (NOE)for to communicate and each rack system connected with optical 
cable in a round robin fashion. Determine the number of operator screen and engineering station required. According to this 
number we have to select cisco connector(8,16,32). Normally around 30% of each rack in a panel kept it as  a spare. Remaining 
I/O modules are allocated according to their customer’s requirement. 
                  Each modules are named as particular code developed by Schneider electric .The entire designing process is done 
CAD software. Certain processor products may not be compatible with others. Making sure your existing products are compatible 
with any new products  
                                    Figure below shows the system architecture of fine and lump zone. Here the customer will provide the 
corresponding I/o list .it contains the number and type of digital inputs(DI),digital output(DO),Analog input(AI) , Analog 
outputs(AO).From the document find out the corresponding channel number required. Normally we chose 32 channel number   
 

 
Figure 2.System architecture 

 
                  
 

 
Figure 3.panel CAD drawing 
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III. PANEL DESIGNING 

 
                      Before panel design we have to identify what are the common components requires in a panel. First thing about the 
power supply, the input modules (DI,DO,AI,AO) requires a input voltage 24V.But the input power voltage is 230 v. Therefore it 
needs SMPS to convert 230V to 24V.The incoming power supply is divided into 230 v non ups and ups power supply. ups power 
supply means the supply to the processor. Non ups means other than processor (socket, fan ,MCB etc). 
                       In panel designing we have to divide the entire power supply listed into 230v non ups(6A,2A MCB),230v ups(16 A 
ups incomer, MCB spare),24V DC (MCB, profi bus, Media connecter),Terminal details(TB  ratings),bus bar, power supply 
,socket MCB s-automatic electronic switch, during abnormal variation of power supply these supply will trip off. It is much Safire 
than normal switch. These MCB  are of different ratings(2A,4A,6A,8A).In the panel design the spare MCB of different circuit 
must also include. Its for future application.               
                       Incoming power supply is coming through terminal block (TB).These terminal blocks are require for to protect 
entire panel. Tb are just connecter between input   and output. These terminal block is divided into two based on  rating. These 
230v TB is divided for ups and non ups processor supply. Power supply unit have two sections. These two sections have single 
common output. One of the power supply is for redundancy. Common output terminal produce an output voltage of 24V.Each I/O 
module need 24 v. There need connector BB+++,B---- terminal. Each pin having a voltage of 24 V. Ethernet switch is also 
included in in the panel if its required.                          
 
 

 
                     

Figure 4.panel components 
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IV. ENTIRE PLANT OPERATION-SCADA 

 
                 The entire operation of the plant can be monitored in a scada screen. In this paper steel plant simulator (SCADA) 
designed on Lab view  This scada screens shows the complete raw material trans Therefore it helps to identify the problem if any 
fault occurs. This screen produce red signal and produce alarm. Some code wires are also included such as PCS,BSS etc Electrical 
parameters for all the lines in the steel industry(wiring diagram). These SCADA screens helps to moniter entire the panel 
operation in a screen .if any error occur it is easy to identify where the error occur  An exclusive user interface has been designed 
to monitor and analyze the electrical parameters in detail. 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5.SCADA –material path 1 
 

 
      

Figure 6. SCADA –material path 11 
 
 

V.   Result 
                  The entire designing of raw material handling system(RMHS) have different sections. First section system architecture 
development its based on the number of inputs. Next step panel drawing and designing. Its based on the customers requirement. 
Its followed by entire plant monitoring system SCADA. This monitor window helps to monitor each and process in the material 
transfer. 
              The entire process is controlled plc processor. Earlier it is relay logic circuit. Its not flexible, because rewiring is needed 
if any variation is needed. 
                               
 

V. CONCLUSION 

                 Steel is the back born of modern world  .The entire system utilize the application of automation  which reduces the   
energy consumption, production cost and increases the product quality, hazardous situation . So this paper gives the requirement 
of automation in steel industries. This automation process is highly flexible and easily adaptable to new and existing situations. 
Automation provides monitoring capabilities and troubleshooting which reduces the downtime. The automation process also has 
flexibilities in programming  (reprogrammable) and control techniques  .PLC is more flexible compared with relay circuit 
,because no need of rewiring and easily programmable. As the PLC direct and monitor the overall operation. So it also helps to 
reduce the man power and improve the efficiency of the system operation. This work is not limited and it can be further extended. 
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That is the main advantage of plc automation. Earlier process automation is done by relay logic circuit .if any variation is needed, 
Every time rewiring of the circuit is needed .By using plc these problem can be resolved  
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